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Abstract

Wastewater sludge is regarded as interesting source of biogas resulting from anaerobic treatment. The biogas composition, particularly, with respect to CH4 and CO2, depends on the sludge variability regarding several parameters such moisture content, especially, temperature and alkalinity. Thus, biogas is mainly used for onsite production of heat and electricity needed for operating the waste water plan, because of the significant costs associated with transporting and incinerating of wastewater sludge offsite. However, in the actual context of global warming there is an important need for innovation in technology solutions promoting low carbon emissions. This paves the way to new research area with cross-cutting applicability relevant to chemical-to-chemical reactions and chemical to-power processes. Of interest, the syngas production from biogas through methane reforming with CO2 and further transformation to valuable chemicals and cleaner energy precursors.

At this regard the presentation reviews an engineering journey for development at lab. Scale of of non-noble metal catalysts material based on available local minerals. The latter allow an original aspect regarding easy extrusion as honeycomb monolith and related advantages which may help moving ahead towards industrial applications.
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